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 On Shell General EFT for Light Exotics LEX-EFT

Given a set of new states indexed by quantum
numbers corresponding to symmetries, write all
interactions with SM up to given dimension



  



  

LEX Operators

Effective cut off

BSM fields

SM fields

operator dimension = d+4



  

Advantages of On-shell EFT



  

Complementarity to Off-Shell EFT



  

Charge Flow: Constructing Singlets

Construct Charge Singlet Operators Under All gauge
and global symmetry groups

      SM :SU(3), SU(2), U(1) ,  BSM: U(1)', SU(2)R, etc.
Global:SU(N) flavor etc. 

                    Fields are in representations ri of a group

 r1  r2

singlet



  

Iterative Construction of Singlets

Method for constructing group theory invariants from
basic 2 field tensor product relations
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Method for constructing group theory invariants from
basic 2 field tensor product relations
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quark
anti-quark

gluon

Higgs, photon, etc



  

If we consider the tensor product identities

We can construct the invariants

Taking the example example from SU(3)
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If we consider the two field tensor product identities

We can construct the three field invariants

Taking the example example from SU(3)



  

Thus using the 2 field tensor products 

We can construct the four field invariant

Iterating this process we can construct invariants with
any number of fields and thus build the operator

catalog to the desired dimension in the effective cut off



  

Constructing 4 field invariants

By iterating tensor products
We construct new invariant

With coefficient

Fundamentals contacted into 8

6-3-8 contraction



  

Within an N field invariant, sub-products of fields are in an
intermediate representation

With the remaining sub-product in the complementary
representation to produce a singlet

With the remaining sub-product in the complementary
representation to produce a singlet

There may be more than one way to construct the singlet out of
the specified fields, there may be multiple ways to construct

the intermediate representations



  



  

Example SU(3) invariant



  

Example SU(3) invariant

quark quark LEX
sextet

gluon



  

Example SU(3) invariant

quark quark LEX
sextet

gluon

quark
gluonLEX

sextet



  

Example SU(3) invariant

quark quark LEX
sextet

gluon

quark
gluonLEX

sextet

Lorentz

Clebsch-Gordoncoeff.



  



  



  



  



  

Effect on EFT Validity from Unitarity 
Consider the 2 to 2 process 

With the perturbative unitarity bound 

The validity limit on cut-offs between ssextet and loop

completions varies by a factor of 

Production cross sections differ by a factor of 9 



  

Kinematics

Consider the LEX spin 0 CP-even color sextet

Consider the LEX spin 0 CP-even color sextet

with interaction term



  

The collider production process is

With final state

How is this covered by other exotics searches?

We can compare this to a similar BSM inclusive
search for state for lepto-quarks



  

How do kinematics differ?



  



  



  

Two approaches to Operator Catalogs

● Field based, pick an example LEX state with
specific quantum numbers and write all possible
operators up to desired mas dimension e.g. dim 6

● Portal based, pick a SM portal  and write all
possible LEX states that can couple through that
portal (eg Higgs portal, lepton portal)



  

Example Catalog: Di-Boson Portal

Catalog all CP even spin zero scalars that couple to
pairs of SM vector bosons
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Example Catalog: Di-Boson Portal

Catalog all CP even spin zero scalars that couple to
pairs of SM vector bosons

 SU(3) structure

Operators with one gluon, LEX state must be octet
of SU(3)  LEX states may be SU(2) singlets or have
SU(2) structure 



  

Octets coupling to SU(2) tensor and Gluon  



  

couplings

We use the tensor product relation



  

LEX in Higher Dimensional Reps of
SU(2)

In SU(2) n dimensional representation maps to
algebra of spin J with

 

For n=5, J is spin 2 object

With tensor products

An example product in SU(2)

so



  



  

Adding Higgs insertions

We can make the invariant Lagrangian term

With the product



  

Collider Processes

Yields associated production process

Through the same operator

Tri-boson process



  

Yields quark fusion process through W in the s channel

With mass splitting there may be a cascade decayl

With operator

Allowing the charge 1 state to decay to WZ

Consider the sextet



  



  

Future Directions

● Many catalogs to build e.g. high reps of SU(2)
● Explore existing catalogs, e.g. di-boson portal, color

sextet scalars
● Search for classes of outstanding collider signatures
● Build UV completions
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